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Abstract
The paper introduces a new approach which supports the
designer of a distributed application in the specification
and implementation of different aspects namely
application-, management- and communicarion-orienred
aspects. Since these aspects are interrelated in many ways,
we will also address different kinds of relationships. I n
particular, we will sketch out how the management and
communication requirements of a distributed application
can be derived from the application objectives. Moreover,
we will illustrate an object-oriented realization of these
w e r e n t aspects and discuss several tools supporting the
specjfication and implementation steps.

1. Introduction and model
Current approaches in the developement of distributed
applications tend to regard either the communicationoriented aspects or the application-oriented issues. However, our experiencesin the development of distributed applications have shown that this view is too restrictive. A
future support environment should allow the integration of
different aspects to enable a flexible and synthetical configuration of distributed applications.
New models such as Open Distributed Processing
(ODP) [6] intend to address distributed applications from
the application point of view by masking distribution aspects. Meanwhile, there are numerous activities in standardization bodies, in research projects and in the commercial sector in order to define a general framework for
distributed application development, such as DAF [2], SEODP [4], ANSA [l]. REX [9] and OSF-DCE [ll].
The paper introduces a new approach which supports
the designer of a distributed application in the specification and implementation of different aspects, namely
application-, management- and communication-oriented
aspects. From the application-oriented perspective a distributed application is composed of a set of interacting upplication components providing the required application
functionality.Interfaces are the points at which an application component interacts with other components. The application behaviour of an application component is defined
by the interactions at its application interfaces. In order to
enable management activities, each application component
must provide management interfaces which define opera-
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tions for the control, maintenance and monitoring of application components. In particular, managementaiented aspects involve establishing and termination of a distributed
application.
The communication-oriented aspects are integrated by
the concept of communication contexts, which describe the
communication requirements of an application component.
In addition to application components, our structural
model distinguishes management components providing
only management functions. In a configuration step the
distributed application is built by binding the interfaces of
the application and management components according to
the given runtime environment (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1 : Construction stepsfor distributed applications

The flexibility of this structural model forms a solid
platform for the development of a methodology to construct and engineer distributed applications. Basic parts of
such a methodology are consistent specification and implementation bhniques that take into account the different
kinds of relationships between the application-,
management- and communication-oriented aspects. Im
comparison to the ODP model our approach covers the
computational and engineering viewpoints.
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2. Specification of distributed applications
2.1 Application behaviour

Interface Specifkation Language QSL)
Our interfacc coaceptis based on a bidirectional interactim specificaton and describes what aperationeach
of a pair of components could request the other to perform. Forasymmerric interfaceall ope"can beinvoked as well as performed whereas for all asymmetric
interfacewe have to specify for each Operation whether it
will be invoked by the suppliex or by the consumez si&.
The specific behaviour at an "face, i.e. thedetennination whether an application compooent is acting as a consumet and/or a suppliex, is defined when we describe
how a component is constructed fran a set of interfaces.
Moreover,each Operation specificationcould be decoratedwithattributes,such as anattribute&claringan operationtobeperfonnedatomically.
The behaviour at an interfke, i.e. the allowable operation,-ni
can be restricted by the &finition of
an access protocol in terms of sqauncing rules and synchrodsdon propdes. Sequencing rules m useful for
thespecificatmoforderingconshraur
- tsforopemioninVOCatlOW
'
andcanbeexpressedbyextentedpathexpressions (e.g. opl < op2 for sequential invocation, opl II op2
for parallel invocation). synchronisation zwoperties are
necessary if the " a c t i o n s of two or more components
have to be coordinated.E.g. in a client-server cooperation, the clients may need exclusive mxss to a server for
specific operations or in a group c
m onlyone
component may be allowed to initiate intesactions at a
time.

-
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Figure 2:

Interface spec@&n

exumple

In ourappm&,roles are used to express synchronisationpopercies.It can be specified,that the initiation of
an operation is d y allowed, if the invddng component
has a specific role (Figure 2). 'Ibis way, des can be re
garded as ettributes of a component, which can be assigned statically or requested dynamically. In order to
support the specification of access protocols there are
some laedefiaedroles. Far example, a predefinedmaster
role guarantees the exclusive access to an inteaface for a

component.Additionally, userdefhed d e s can be introduced to express the required synchtonisationpmpxtb
(e.g. reader role for a client accessing a file server).
Moreover, we can define ~hrh&ipsbetween d e s and
assign priorities to roles.
' I b e s e p a r a O i o n O f ~and access^
within an inmface specification supports reusability (La
the access protocol and the aperations Couldbeexmded
ar changed Seperately). This modularity is very important
far the design of all interface ("what is to be done?" i s
not mixed with "when does it have to be done?l), as well
as f a readability.
Intafacescan be further Classifiedaccordingtotbeir
mation and life time. Normally, each applicatMn component provides a set of
available after utation of an applicationcorn-t (static interfaces). Dynamic interfaces are providexl during lifetime of an
application component.Far example, a file seavex componentmaypvi&aninitiaIinterfaccofferinganoperation for openiag files. AfkZ peaforming an open operation the opened Me is visiile via a dynamically created
file interfaceenabling read and write operations.

.

Component Specifkation L"ge(CSL)
From the application viewpoint each component is
specified by the interfaces which are used and provided
by it. At component level the behaviour at each interfact
canbe specified in termsof:
a set of potential roles: Far a component acting as 8
collswner we can define some kind of restrictions in
respect to its behaviour. For instance,a client component may only be allowed to act as a readet on 8
file. Moreover,far each role, a policy for mpesthg
it can be &fined. We distinguish between implicib
i.e. a role is requested automatically when an operation is inValre& and explicit role requests.
binding properties They enable the definitionof the
allowed binding topology and the component re
sponsible far establishing the binding. The binding
*
whetber a single or multiple
binding is allowed, Regarding the responsl'bityn
there
alternatives. Binding can be initiated by the component itself or by another component In the secondcasetheapplicahn component
resposlsiMe for binding has to be declared explicitly.
This typeofbindingisncmnaUyusedifwecould
describeaninitial(m"mn
'
ofadistributedap.
plication sepanrtely by a specification of its applica-

ww
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tioncomponentsandtheirbindings.
scheduling policy: A policy could be declared if a
component provides an interf- which is &uxated
with the attribute multiple binding. "here are 801316
predefined scheduling policies, such as E;IcFs. However, a user is able to integrate its own userdew

policy by providing an appropriate scheduling object (see3.1).

Our CSL allows the definition of quite different component types. Moreover, component templates can be defined to support generic components for the construction
of distributed applications. For example, a server template is characterized by a supplier behaviour at a set of application interfaces, multiple binding and a specific scheduling policy (Figure 3).
A component template supporting group work is defined by a symmetric behaviour at each of its interfaces
and multiple binding. Additionally, in this case, the coordination between the group members has to be specified
in terms of roles.
<Bener>APPLICATION COMPONENT

APPLICATION PROPERTIES
SUPPLIER AT anterface>
MULTIPLE BINDING [RESTRICTEDTO a>]
SCHEDULING POLICY <policy>
Figure 3:

Templatefor a server component

Application Configuration Specifxation Language
(ACSL)
The configuration language for the description of an
application configuration follows the concepts introduced
in [8]. A complete configuration of a distributed application describes the types of application components f "
which the distributed application is to be constructed, the
instances, how these instances are interconnected and optionally where they are located. A binding between two
interfaces of different components is only possible if the
interfaces and the related communication contexts can be
matched. This means that either two related interfaces
must both be symmetricor one of them must act in a supplier role and the other one must act in a consumer role.
In addition to specifying initial configurations, the configuration language pennits changes to running distributed applications.
However, existing configuration specification languages do not satisfy the requirements of all application
domains. Especially, distributed applications in the cooperative work area are configured from interactive components. In this case,a specification technique is needed
which allows the description of groups, critical member
sets and time restrictions for establishing of distributed
applications (if not all the members from the critical
member set are available).
2.2 Communication context

A communication context describes the communication

requirements in terms of communication properties for
the cooperation structure @eer-to-peer or group cooperation), the kind of communication relation (connectionoriented or conneCtionless), the kind of interaction
(message-oriented or operation-oriemted),the refinements
of cooperation (different role behaviour, need for hansaction support etc.) and the properties of a transport sexvice such as time contraints and the desired throughput. A
defined communication context can be assigned to each
interface of an application component to deal with their
varying communication needs. Alternatively, a default
communication context can be defined, which enables
the specification of a single communication context for
an application component as a whole. Furtheamore, we
are able to assign more than one communication context
to an interface to reflect that this interface is accessible
via different communication &ca.
For the formal specification of the communication
context [5], we use the macro notation of ASN.l. Based
on this macro. an example of a communication context is
defined in Figure 4. The example describes a connectionoriented peer-to-peer communication with the invocation
of asynchronous remote operations with replies (specified by "OPERATIONSCLASS-2").The initiation of operations are allowed for both cooperation partners

("SYMMETRIC").
comm-context example 1

COMM.UNICATION-CO"I'
SINGLE-PARTY
CONNECTIONORIENTED
SYMMETRIC
OPERATIONS CLASS-2
::= contextO1

Figure 4:

Example for a communication context

A communication context is part of a component
specification and can be referenced by its unique name
(Figure 5).
<Berver> APPLICATION COMPONENT

APPLICATION PROPERTIES

"....

COMMUNICATION PROPERTIES
( contertO1, cont
e-.)

Figure 5:

Specification of communicationproperties

The communication requirements can be partly obtained from the specification of the application behaviour
of a component For example, we can get the information
about the cooperation structure from the binding information, the interaction type (message- or operationoriented) and cooperation behaviour (symmetric or asymmetric distinguishing between client and m e r behaviour) from the interface specification.
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tion of an applicaton compment proding 1111 indcfinioe
amount of interface insmces ofaspacitictype.InWs
case, we need a amqpment facility to create dynemicaUy a new irurcanceof such an interface during "d.
DeqeIMht on the properties of the co"unication cootext wc could ala0 dui= some " g e m m t facilitier.
For elumpk having &fined the auribute cx"lxie!al*
tna"afrrcilitiesfor-g
themnections (
d
and abnanal Fele!,ase) and "iq

The concept of communication contexts enables the
specification of quite different comm-on
requirtmeats. In order to supportaflexibkcommunScationservice, a set of elemental communication buildiag MockT,
aredefinedoutofwhich abroadspctmnofspecfi
c o m m l n i c a t i o n ~ m a yb
e
d
m
A cunmmhtian building block (CBB) Compises a
set of related commllnicatioa functionsthat share a commonpmpc##and is spezikd by a SQviCc andap"1
definition. We have develojxd bask and refined CBBs
according to s e d cation prapeaies. The following types of CBBs are defined.
CBBs far "ciation m a q p m t whkh provide
services far theestablishment,nonnalandabnanal
releaseofan~iation.
CBBs far interaction support distinguishing

theCOMeCtionChaWAXiStiCStKeplOl&W.
Finally, a set ofoptioruJ management facilities c(111

bedistiaguisbed.Tbeyllavctobe~explicitlyby
the dcsignerof an application ulmponemt and prnticutary
involve configuration management facilities for evolutionary changes during mntime at component and wlication leveL At component level, the declaration of manageameat kilities wrh as r e p w e n t , lqdication and
m@ati~~~ofcomponeaEs
shouldbewrpportedb~~exfendbd CSL ( F i i 6).At application level, a rule bnsed
managunent languaee is suitable allowing the spacificstion of management activities which have to be pafarmed wben a specified condition is obsemd Por example, depenaent on the iogd of a sewex, a rule could
&scribethat r e p k a t i o a h a s t o b e i n i ~ i n a g r o u p
coopeFation appkation the activities to include a membercan be SPecifKdbythis Wtatioa

messageaiemted interaction (CBBS pmridiag m-

ices far the transfer of messages) and operationarieatedinteracbar (e.g. CBBs "g
*
tbesynchxunous and asynchronou invocation of remote
operations).

-

CBBs suppOrtingt"
-0lientedFelationsfor
handling disalbutedtransactions.

23 Management facilities
Traditionally, application management is perfc#med
manually ar hardwired into the applkation code. We
seek to avoid the dis&ivaatages of this ad hoc aplproach
by allowing the designer of a distributed application to
describe explicitly all the management facilities which
have to be pvi&d by a distributed applkation. We
have developed a classification scheme which allows to
@ -Sy
'
ythemanagcmentfacilitiesforadistributed application. The pasticular management facilities
thatareneededdependonthe applicationcomponentsto
be controlled. Management facilities can be categaized
as follows:
Built in management facilities are pviM for each
application ulmpaient independent of its functionality.
They include moniming pmperties like test of liveness
of a component, memory and j
"
rusage of a component and its communication behaviour. Additionally,
management infannatioa of the communication service
. . abwt the amount of invalid PDUs) can be
(e.g.
obtained.
Derived management facilities can be directly obtained by analyzing the specificatiw of the application
behaviour and communication context of a component
Far example, if the applkation properties of a component
are defined by a suppk behaviour at an "face with
multiple bindings (i.e. a sewer behaviour), tben monitoring facilities, such as work load monitaring, nspowx
time monitoring, throughput monitoring and queue monitoring am supported. Anolher example is the specifica-

aeIvBD APPLICATION COMPONENT

APPLICATION PROPERTIES
NU.

MANAGEMENTPBOPER~
REPLICATION,
lUIGBA"ION,
REPIA-,
.
.
.
.
N

Figwe 6:

S'eijicatiott

ofmanagement facilities

'Ihe management azchitectureis based on a hiaarchy
of management operations. On the lowest level, a set ob
elemental management operations are provided.
are OperatiOM supparting creation and deletion of camponents and interfaces, binding and unbinding Of interEaces as well as saving and restaring of compaients.
Mmvex, management operations far manipulating Ih&
administrative state, such as initiaking, reiniblhing,
llassi-g
and resuming of c x " t s and inmfaCe6

-

are facilirated.
On top of these management ogerations, a set d
high level mauagment Operatons are defined. For example, an operatioOfieczc (Co"&t)
is defined by a
seqof elemental management operatiosls. In this
case, first the components have to bepassivated. Then aP
the bindings have to be minatedand tbe components
must be saved an storage. Fdy, the components have

tobeterminated.
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In r a m s of OS1 management, resources are modeiled as objects and the management view of a resource
is referred to as a managed objecr. In this model, application components can be regarded as managed objects.
Moreover. each interface and communication context
(which are parts of an application component) can also
be modelled as managed objects which are members of
managed objects representing application components.
From the management viewpoint, each interface is described by an administrative status and a set of bindings
(multivalue attribute). The administrative stam defw
whether an interaction is allowed at a specific time or
not.

3. An implementation environment
For the realization of our approach we have developed an
object-oriented model where application components, interfaces and communication contexts are represented by
a set of interacting objects. For this purpose we use the
object-oriented language Ctc [12]. Based on the formal
specification, the implementation of a distributed application can be supported by a set of tools which facilitates
automatic derivation of object-oriented implementations.

3.1 Application components
Application Objects
An interface specification can be naturally mapped
onto a set of class definitions. Instances of inteafaces are
represented as objects. For each application interface we
can define a related application class, which realizes the
interface specification. Additionally, in order to enable a
remote access to an object we need a local representative
(stub) of a remote object at the consumer and supplier
side. A stub class has the same public interface as the related application object but in contrast to the remote object a stub object is responsible for the mapping of an operation call onto a set of communication service
primitives according to the provided communication
service. To support the synchronous and asynchronous
invocation of methods a stub object provides for each operation opi the methods opi (Args)and opi -result (Result).

Access Protocol Objects
The access protocol feature of an interface is represented by a base class realizing the userdefmed specification. In order to implement a declarative access protocol
specification, a translation of this specification into a
computational representation is needed. In our approach,
we model the sequencing rules of an access protocol USing petri nets. Operations which are declared to be invoked concurrently are mapped onto threads. For this

[Iwhich provides
threads as special classes. Roles are mapped onto related

purpose we use the Ctc NM library

role objects which pro*
releasing roles.

operations for requesting and

CommunicationObjects
In our object+riented model the state Oriented specification of the protocol of each CBB is realized by the interaction between a protocol object, a state object and a
set of PDU (Frotocol Data Unit) objects. The objects rsp.
their classes representing the CBBs are stored in a class
library. In addition to the class definitions further information is stored to support the retrieval and selection of
appropriate classes based on a specifE communication
confext Such information is the semantical description of
a class behaviour in terms of keywords and several kinds
of relationships to other classes. The required communication seMce is built by the combination of suitable protocol objects together with their needed state and PDU
objects. 'Ibis combination can be facilitated by multiple
inheritance from the protocol classes.
Management Objects
Management objects are responsible for providing
management operations. There are a set of predefined
management classes which realize the management interfaces.
Monitoring is realized by a set of metric management objects. Each metric object is characrerized by the
application or communication object which has to be
monitored, the meeic procedure and its attributes, e.g.
the sampling frequency, notifications to be sent, and
some time constrains such as the duration of activity.
Change management is supported by a set of objects
reahing the hierarchical management functions mentioned in 2.3. For example, we need a management class
which enables the initial configuration of a component
and its reconfiguration during runtime. Reconfiguration
includes the generation of a new stub object and the creation of a suirable communication service objec~
However, the application and communicationoriented objects are not independent from the management properties. Depndent on the management properties of an application component respectively a communication object, each of these objects have to be enriched
with m e management opedons to enable management activities.
In our object-ariented approach this can be achieved
by using multiple inheritance. A managed application
object is obtained through inheritance from an application class and a set of required management classes. For
example, a stub object enabling administrative state transitions is obtained by multiple inheritance from an application class (providing ope*uions like open and dir in the
file server example) and a state administration class (pro-

ings as well as the establishment and termination of the
related dislributcd q@i”.Marewer, each a p j 9 b
tion component specification is repeacntedas a membec
object of the application c o n f i m object. It colltaim
all thepopertiesof an application compllwnt. F” the
managemem point of view, this object arcbitecm allows afastacceas to an applicatioa m&g
. ”andits
consistentcomputationatrcprescntation.In *to
sup
port the creation, ZemOvILt and rehied of application
COnfigllFBtioll objects a dictionary object provides appm
*aperationS.
This approech has several advantages. Fm of all, 8

viding operations like passivate or resume). As a consequeacc, different viewpoints can be achieved using polymorphism. Tbis means, thatfium the applicationpoint of
view only the applicationclass is visible, whereas a managa sees only the managemtpert

ObjectArcWectmt

The objectdented structure ofan application component wnsists d a set of interacting basic objects (Figule 7): appliatioa objects, management objects,related
stub objects and a set of communication Service objects.
An 8cctss pMocol ob@
is only Cdgured if the related application component specificationinvolvesa specification of this propeay. The dispatcher object is responsible for invoking the CaTeCt operations of an application
component (an operation to be perfatmed is indicated by
a communication service objezt). F I ” O E , in case of
multiple bindings the dispatcher also has to perform the
defined scheduling policy. As a result, rpslilntinn of a
component can be regaded as a configuration activity.
From a library, the needed application, management,
stub, communication objects are selected and configured.

declarative~ondescriptioncanbemappedoato
the creation of a computational application config”
object. F”nore, a ‘nor” application canponeat
can betesponsible fix the cmfQu&on, which means, to
define and initiate a dynamic e x k ” of a d i s t r b d
application without the need of a separate config”
description. consequently, providing the UMCept of con.
f
i objects there is no need to extend aprogramming language in ordertosupportadynamicconfiguration modificapion during runtime initiated by an
application component This way interactive and p m
grammed configuration and
of distributed a p p l i ” are possible.

de

3 3 Tool support

I

We distinguish between tools which create classes and
objects, and tools which are responsiMe for configmhn
from predefinedelements. For example, a stub generam
produces stub classes 6rom a specification of interfaceJ.
In contrast, an application component co@gwation UIOI
is responsible for the c o n f i g ” of application components triggd by a cOmpOnent specification. The fol-

II

Figure 7: Object archilecture of a component

lowingtoolsareneeded:
interface compiler: produces for each interfaae
specification a set of classes (stubs,access protocol,

3.2 Application Configuration

application classes)

A management wmponent is respoasible for the a&

communication context compiler: responsible far
theconfigurattonof acommunication &ce
fium
a set of protocol, state and PDU objectsrepsenring
communication building bl&
( t r i g g d by a com-

l i s k n t of a distributed application. Establishment in-

cludes the
’
.nofsuitablelocationsforeach
component (dependent on the component Propepties and
the node facilities), distribution of the related source text,
compilation, creath of component ins-,
their initidhation, and setting up the defined bindings. Moreover, a management component d e s monitoring and
initiating dynamic changes (dependent on the mauagement c h a r a c m s of each applicationcomponent) duringruntime.
Within a management component each application
conf@raht
specificatianis represented by arelatedapplication confiBuration object, which can be generated
aucomahcally fiMnafonnal specifkatkm.Thepublic
interface supports the definiti011ofc~mponentsand bind-

municationcontextspecifbtion)

component compiler: pmdwes a dispatchex class
and configums a component from a set of applicaF
tion, management,access protocol and Communica-

tion objects
application w n f i i c o m p k cre8tes for each
applicationconfigurationspecifhtionarelatedrpplication configrnaaon object, which is part of a
managementcomponent.

-
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Regarding the configuration aspect. we can distinguish Merent configuration steps according to the various levels of abstractions: At component level a set of
applicafion-, management-, and communication-oriented
objects are digured. However, the objects building an
application component themselves have to be constructed
by a separate configuration step. For example, a communication object is combined from a set of protocol objects, state objects and PDU objects. At application level,
a set of components has to be configured according to the
application configuration specification. Finally, the resulting object structure has to be mapped onto basic elements of a come& operating system. A fundamental
structuring element provided by most operating systems
is the process. For the transformation of the configured
objects into an efficiently running implementation several alternatives have to be considered &pending on the
facilities of the underlying operating system. E.g., there
are different strategies for mapping application components to processes and for handling the infomation flow
between them.
Using the object-oriented paradigm the configuration
activity is supported by the concepts of multiple inheritance and the ploperty of building new objects by hierachical combination of basic objects.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we have developed a new methodology
for a synthetical construction of distributed applications.
Our specification techniqw supports the specification of
quite different aspects of a distributed application, namely application behaviour, management facilities and communication contexts. Moreover, we have analyzed the
different relationships between t h aspects,
~
especially
the deaivation of management properties from the application behaviour and the communication requirements.
At implementation level, a tool-based environment
is provided which allows the automatic generation of
C++code based on the formal specification of interfaces,
communication contexts, application components and application configurations. We have illustrated, that implementation can be regarded as a sequence of configuration
Steps.
The clear separation of application-, managementand communication-orientedaspects of our concept is a
solid base far a synthetical construction of distributed a p
plications. Moreover, the consecutive steps of specification and implementation allow the validation at specification level and the automatic generation of the
implementation. At the implementation level, the different aspects could be integrated into a general objectoriented architecture. As a consequence, modularity and
reuse of software is improved.

Some basic concepts of our approach have been validated by a prototype implemenation of the User Agent Message Store protocol (MHSP7) as part of a joht research project with Digital Equipment Corporaton [31.
Future work will focus on the examination of the ap
plicability of our model in respect to several cooperation
types. Moreover, a graphicaI support environment for
the development and management of distributed applications will be realized. A prototype of the described mol
set will serve as a basis for the development of more general configurationmethods and tools.
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